We review the electronic properties of bilayer graphene, beginning with a description of the tightbinding model of bilayer graphene and the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian describing massive chiral quasiparticles in two parabolic bands at low energy. We take into account five tight-binding parameters of the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure model of bulk graphite plus intra-and interlayer asymmetry between atomic sites which induce band gaps in the low-energy spectrum. The Hartree model of screening and band-gap opening due to interlayer asymmetry in the presence of external gates is presented. The tight-binding model is used to describe optical and transport properties including the integer quantum Hall effect, and we also discuss orbital magnetism, phonons and the influence of strain on electronic properties. We conclude with an overview of electronic interaction effects.
The production by mechanical exfoliation of isolated flakes of graphene with excellent conducting properties [1] was soon followed by the observation of an unusual sequence of plateaus in the integer quantum Hall effect in monolayer graphene [2, 3] . This confirmed that charge carriers in monolayer graphene are massless chiral quasiparticles with a linear dispersion, as described by a Diraclike effective Hamiltonian [4] [5] [6] , and it prompted an explosion of interest in the field [7] .
The integer quantum Hall effect in bilayer graphene [8] is arguably even more unusual because it indicates the presence of massive chiral quasiparticles [9] with a parabolic dispersion at low energy. The effective Hamiltonian of bilayer graphene may be viewed as a generalisation of the Dirac-like Hamiltonian of monolayer graphene and the second (after the monolayer) in a family of chiral Hamiltonians that appear at low energy in ABC-stacked (rhombohedral) multilayer graphene [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition to interesting underlying physics, bilayer graphene holds potential for electronics applications, not least because of the possibility to control both carrier density and energy band gap through doping or gating [9, 10, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In the following we review the electronic properties of bilayer graphene. Section II is an overview of the electronic tight-binding Hamiltonian and resulting band structure describing the low-energy chiral Hamiltonian and taking into account different parameters that couple atomic orbitals as well as external factors that may change the electron bands by, for example, opening a band gap. We include the Landau level spectrum in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field and the corresponding integer quantum Hall effect. In section III we consider the opening of a band gap due to doping or gating and present a simple analytical model that describes the density-dependence of the band gap by taking into account screening by electrons on the bilayer device. The tight-binding model is used to describe transport properties, section IV, and optical properties, section V. We also discuss orbital magnetism in section VI, phonons and the influence of strain in section VII. Section VIII concludes with an overview of electronic-interaction effects. Note that this review considers Bernal-stacked (also known as AB-stacked) bilayer graphene; we do not consider other stacking types such as AA-stacked graphene [21] , twisted graphene [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] or two graphene sheets separated by a dielectric with, possibly, electronic interactions between them [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
II. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE
A. The crystal structure and the Brillouin zone Bilayer graphene consists of two coupled monolayers of carbon atoms, each with a honeycomb crystal structure. Figure 1 shows the crystal structure of monolayer graphene, figure 2 shows bilayer graphene. In both cases, primitive lattice vectors a 1 and a 2 may be defined as
where a = |a 1 | = |a 2 | is the lattice constant, the distance between adjacent unit cells, a = 2.46Å [34] . Note that the lattice constant is distinct from the carbon-carbon bond length a CC = a/ √ 3 = 1.42Å, which is the distance between adjacent carbon atoms.
In monolayer graphene, each unit cell contains two carbon atoms, labelled A and B, figure 1(a). The positions of A and B atoms are not equivalent because it is not possible to connect them with a lattice vector of the form R = n 1 a 1 + n 2 a 2 , where n 1 and n 2 are integers. Bilayer graphene consists of two coupled monolayers, with four atoms in the unit cell, labelled A1, B1 on the lower layer and A2, B2 on the upper layer. The layers are arranged so that one of the atoms from the lower layer B1 is directly below an atom, A2, from the upper layer. We refer to these two atomic sites as 'dimer' sites because the electronic orbitals on them are coupled together by a relatively strong interlayer coupling. The other two atoms, A1 and B2, don't have a counterpart on the other layer that is directly above or below them, and are referred to as 'non-dimer' sites. Note that some authors [10, [35] [36] [37] employ different definitions of A and B sites as used here. The point group of the bilayer crystal structure is D 3d [12, 38, 39] consisting of elements ({E, 2C 3 , 3C ′ 2 , i, 2S 6 , 3σ d }), and it may be regarded as a direct product of group D 3 ({E, 2C 3 , 3C ′ 2 }) with the inversion group C i ({E, i}). Thus, the lattice is symmetric with respect to spatial inversion symmetry (x, y, z) → (−x, −y, −z).
Primitive reciprocal lattice vectors b 1 and b 2 of monolayer and bilayer graphene, where a 1 · b 1 = a 2 · b 2 = 2π and a 1 · b 2 = a 2 · b 1 = 0, are given by
As shown in figure 1(b), the reciprocal lattice is an hexagonal Bravais lattice, and the first Brillouin zone is an hexagon. B. The tight-binding model
An arbitrary crystal structure
In the following, we will describe the tight-binding model [34, 40, 41] and its application to bilayer graphene. We begin by considering an arbitrary crystal with translational invariance and M atomic orbitals φ m per unit cell, labelled by index m = 1 . . . M . Bloch states Φ m (k, r) for a given position vector r and wave vector k may be written as
where N is the number of unit cells, i = 1 . . . N labels the unit cell, and R m,i is the position vector of the mth orbital in the ith unit cell. The electronic wave function Ψ j (k, r) may be expressed as a linear superposition of Bloch states
where ψ j,m are expansion coefficients. There are M different energy bands, and the energy E j (k) of the jth band is given by E j (k) = Ψ j |H|Ψ j / Ψ j |Ψ j where H is the Hamiltonian. Minimising the energy E j with respect to the expansion coefficients ψ j,m [34, 41] leads to
where ψ j as a column vector, ψ T j = (ψ j1 , ψ j2 , . . . , ψ jM ). The transfer integral matrix H and overlap integral matrix S are M × M matrices with matrix elements defined by
The band energies E j may be determined from the generalised eigenvalue equation (5) by solving the secular equation
where 'det' stands for the determinant of the matrix. In order to model a given system in terms of the generalised eigenvalue problem (5), it is necessary to determine the matrices H and S. We will proceed by considering the relatively simple case of monolayer graphene, before generalising the approach to bilayers. In the following sections, we will omit the subscript j on ψ j and E j in equation (5), remembering that the number of solutions is M , the number of orbitals per unit cell.
Monolayer graphene
Here, we will outline how to apply the tight-binding model to graphene, and refer the reader to tutorial-style reviews [34, 41] for further details. We take into account one 2p z orbital per atomic site and, as there are two atoms in the unit cell of monolayer graphene, figure 1(a), we include two orbitals per unit cell labelled as m = A and m = B (the A atoms and the B atoms are each arranged on an hexagonal Bravais lattice).
We begin by considering the diagonal element H AA of the transfer integral matrix H, equation (6) , for the A site orbital. It may be determined by substituting the Bloch function (3) for m = A into the matrix element (6) , which results in a double sum over the positions of the unit cells in the crystal. Assuming that the dominant contribution arises from those terms involving a given orbital interacting with itself (i.e., in the same unit cell), the matrix element may be written as
This may be regarded as a summation over all unit cells of a parameter ǫ A = φ A (r − R A,i ) |H|φ A (r − R A,i ) that takes the same value in every unit cell. Thus, the matrix element may be simply expressed as H AA ≈ ǫ A . Similarly, the diagonal element H BB for the B site orbital can be written as H BB = ǫ B , while for intrinsic graphene ǫ A is equal to ǫ B as the two sublattices are identical. The calculation of the diagonal elements of the overlap integral matrix S, equation (6) , proceeds in the same way as that of H, with the overlap of an orbital with itself equal to unity, φ j (r − R j,i ) |φ j (r − R j,i ) = 1. Thus, S BB = S AA = 1. The off-diagonal element H AB of the transfer integral matrix H describes the possibility of hopping between orbitals on A and B sites. Substituting the Bloch function (3) into the matrix element (6) results in a sum over all A sites and a sum over all B sites. We assume that the dominant contribution arises from hopping between adjacent sites. If we consider a given A site, say, then we take into account the possibility of hopping to its three nearest-neighbour B sites, labelled by index l = 1, 2, 3:
where δ l are the positions of three nearest B atoms relative to a given A atom, which may be written as
The sum with respect to the three nearest-neighbour B sites is identical for every A site. A hopping parameter may be defined as
which is positive. Then, the matrix element may be written as
The other off-diagonal matrix element is given by
The function f (k) describing nearest-neighbor hopping, equation (11) , is given by
where k = (k x , k y ) is the in-plane wave vector. The calculation of the off-diagonal elements of the overlap integral matrix S is similar to those of H. A parameter
) is introduced to describe the possibility of non-zero overlap between orbitals on adjacent sites, giving S AB = S * BA = s 0 f (k). Gathering the matrix elements, the transfer H m and overlap S m integral matrices of monolayer graphene may be written as
The corresponding energy may be determined [34] by solving the secular equation (7) . For intrinsic graphene i.e., ǫ A = ǫ B = 0, we have
The parameter values are listed by Saito et al [34] as γ 0 = 3.033 eV and s 0 = 0.129. The function f (k), equation (12) is zero at the corners of the Brillouin zone, two of which are non-equivalent (i.e., they are not connected by a reciprocal lattice vector). For example, corners K + and K − with wave vectors K ± = ±(4π/3a, 0) are labelled in Figure 1(b) . Such positions are called K points or valleys, and we will use a valley index ξ = ±1 to distinguish points K ξ . At these positions, the solutions (15) are degenerate, marking a crossing point and zero band gap between the conduction and valence bands. The transfer matrix H m is approximately equal to a Dirac-like Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the K point, describing massless chiral quasiparticles with a linear dispersion relation. These points are particularly important because the Fermi level is located near them in pristine graphene.
Bilayer graphene
In the tight-binding description of bilayer graphene, we take into account 2p z orbitals on the four atomic sites in the unit cell, labelled as j = A1, B1, A2, B2. Then, the transfer integral matrix of bilayer graphene [9, 10, 35, [42] [43] [44] is a 4 × 4 matrix given by
where the tight-binding parameters are defined as
Here, we use the notation of the Slonczewski-WeissMcClure (SWM) model [45] [46] [47] [48] that describes bulk graphite. Note that definitions of the parameters used by authors can differ, particularly with respect to signs. The upper-left and lower-right square 2×2 blocks of H b describe intra-layer terms and are simple generalisations of the monolayer, equation (13) . For bilayer graphene, however, we include parameters describing the on-site energies ǫ A1 , ǫ B1 , ǫ A2 , ǫ B2 on the four atomic sites, that are not equal in the most general case. As there are four sites, differences between them are described by three parameters [44] : where
The three independent parameters are U to describe interlayer asymmetry between the two layers [9, 10, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] , ∆ ′ for an energy difference between dimer and non-dimer sites [35] [36] [37] 48] , and δ AB for an energy difference between A and B sites on each layer [44, 56] . These parameters are described in detail in sections II F and II G.
The upper-right and lower-left square 2 × 2 blocks of H b describe inter-layer coupling. Parameter γ 1 describes coupling between pairs of orbitals on the dimer sites B1 and A2: since this is a vertical coupling, the corresponding terms in H b (i.e., H A2,B1 = H B1,A2 = γ 1 ) do not contain f (k) which describes in-plane hopping. Parameter γ 3 describes interlayer coupling between non-dimer orbitals A1 and B2, and γ 4 describes interlayer coupling between dimer and non-dimer orbitals A1 and A2 or B1 and B2. Both γ 3 and γ 4 couplings are 'skew': they are not strictly vertical, but involve a component of in-plane hopping, and each atom on one layer (e.g., A1 for γ 3 ) has three equidistant nearest-neighbours (e.g., B2 for γ 3 ) on the other layer. In fact, the in-plane component of this skew hopping is analogous to nearest-neighbour hopping within a single layer, as parameterised by γ 0 . Hence, the skew interlayer hopping (e.g., H A1,B2 = −γ 3 f * (k)) contains the factor f (k) describing in-plane hopping.
It is possible to introduce an overlap integral matrix for bilayer graphene [44] 
with a form that mirrors H b . Here, we only include two parameters:
non-orthogonality of intra-layer nearest-neighbours and s 1 = φ A2 |φ B1 describing non-orthogonality of orbitals on dimer sites A1 and B2. In principle, it is possible to introduce additional parameters analogous to γ 3 , γ 4 , etc., but generally they will be small and irrelevant. In fact, it is common practice to neglect the overlap integral matrix entirely, i.e., replace S b with a unit matrix, because the influence of parameters s 0 and s 1 describing non-orthogonality of adjacent orbitals is small at low energy |E| ≤ γ 1 . Then, the generalised eigenvalue equation (5) reduces to an eigenvalue equation
The energy differences U and δ AB are usually attributed to extrinsic factors such as gates, substrates or doping. Thus, there are five independent parameters in the Hamiltonian (16) of intrinsic bilayer graphene, namely γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 3 , γ 4 and ∆ ′ . The band structure predicted by the tight-binding model has been compared to observations from photoemission [16] , Raman [57] and infrared spectroscopy [36, 37, [59] [60] [61] [62] . Parameter values determined by fitting to experiments are listed in Table I for bulk graphite [48] , for bilayer graphene by Raman [57, 58] and infrared [36, 37, 61] spectroscopy, and for Bernal-stacked trilayer graphene by observation of Landau level crossings [63] . Note that there are seven parameters in the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWM) model of graphite [45] [46] [47] [48] because the next-nearest layer couplings γ 2 and γ 5 , absent in bilayer, are present in graphite (and trilayer graphene, too). Parameter ∆ in the SWM model is related by ∆ = ∆ ′ +γ 2 −γ 5 to the parameter ∆ ′ describing the energy difference between dimer and non-dimer sites in bilayer graphene.
The energy bands are plotted in figure 3 the model takes into account one 2p z orbital on each of the four atomic sites in the unit cell; a pair of conduction bands and a pair of valence bands. Over most of the Brillouin zone, each pair is split by an energy of the order of the interlayer spacing γ 1 ≈ 0.4 eV [64] . Near the K points, inset of figure 3, one conduction band and one valence band are split away from zero energy by an energy of the order of the interlayer coupling γ 1 , whereas two bands touch at zero energy [9] . The 'split' bands are a bonding and anti-bonding pair arising from the strong coupling (by interlayer coupling γ 1 ) of the orbitals on the dimer B1 and A2 sites, whereas the 'low-energy' bands arise from hopping between the non-dimer A1 and B2 sites. In pristine bilayer graphene, the Fermi level lies at the point where the two low-energy bands touch (shown as zero energy in figure 3 ) and, thus, this region is relevant for the study of electronic properties. It will be the focus of the following sections.
At low energy, the shape of the band structure predicted by the tight-binding model (see inset in figure 3 ) is in good agreement with that calculated by density functional theory [18, 38, 49] and it is possible obtain values for the tight-binding parameters in this way, generally in line with the experimental ones listed in Table I . The tight-binding model Hamiltonian H b , equation (16) , used in conjuction with the parameters listed in Table I , is not accurate over the whole Brillouin zone because the fitting of tight-binding parameters is generally done in the vicinity of the corners of the Brillouin zone K + and K − (as the Fermi level lies near zero energy). For example, parameter s 0 in equation (28) describing non-orthogonality of adjacent orbitals has been neglected here, but it contributes electron-hole asymmetry which is particularly prevalent near the Γ point at the centre of the Brillouin zone [34, 41] .
Effective four-band Hamiltonian near the K points
To describe the properties of electrons in the vicinity of the K points, a momentum p = k − K ξ is introduced which is measured from the centre of the K ξ point. Expanding in powers of p, the function f (k), equation (12) , is approximately given by f (k) ≈ − √ 3a(ξp x − ip y )/2 which is valid close to the K ξ point, i.e., for pa/ ≪ 1, where
1/2 . In monolayer graphene, the Hamiltonian matrix (13) is simplified by keeping only linear terms in momentum p as
where π = ξp x + ip y , π † = ξp x − ip y , and v = √ 3aγ 0 /2 is the band velocity. In the intrinsic case, ǫ A = ǫ B = 0, the eigen energy becomes E = ±v|p|, which approximates Eq. (15) . In bilayer graphene, similarly, Eq. (16) is reduced to
where we introduced the effective velocities, v 3 = √ 3aγ 3 /2 and v 4 = √ 3aγ 4 /2 . At zero magnetic field Hamiltonian (30) yields four valley-degenerate bands E(p). A simple analytic solution may be obtained by neglecting the terms v 4 π, v 4 π † proportional to γ 4 , and by considering only interlayer asymmetry U in the on-site energies: ǫ A1 = ǫ B1 = −U/2 and ǫ A2 = ǫ B2 = U/2. Then, there is electron-hole symmetry, i.e., energies may be written
where ϕ is the polar angle of momentum p = (p x , p y ) = p (cos ϕ, sin ϕ). Energy ε 2 describes the higher-energy bands split from zero energy by the interlayer coupling γ 1 between the orbitals on the dimer sites B1, A2. Low-energy bands E = ±ε 1 are related to orbitals on the non-dimer sites A1, B2. In an intermediate energy range U, (v 3 /v) 2 γ 1 < ε 1 < γ 1 it is possible to neglect the interlayer asymmetry U and terms proportional to γ 3 (i.e., set U = v 3 = 0), and the low-energy bands may be approximated [9] as
which interpolates between an approximately linear dispersion ε 1 ≈ vp at large momentum to a quadratic one ε 1 ≈ p 2 /2m at small momentum, where the mass is m = γ 1 /2v
2 (see inset in figure 3 ). This crossover occurs at p ≈ γ 1 /2v. A convenient way to describe the bilayer at low energy and momentum p ≪ γ 1 /2v is to eliminate the components in the Hamiltonian (30) related to the orbitals on dimer sites B1, A2, resulting in an effective two-component Hamiltonian describing the orbitals on the non-dimer sites A1, B2, and, thus, the two bands that approach each other at zero energy. This is described in the next section, and the solutions of this Hamiltonian are shown to be massive chiral quasiparticles [8, 9] , as opposed to massless chiral ones in monolayer graphene.
C. Effective two-band Hamiltonian at low energy
In this section we focus on the low-energy electronic band structure in the vicinity of the points K + and K − at the corners of the first Brillouin zone, relevant for energies near the Fermi level. A simple model may be obtained by eliminating orbitals related to the dimer sites, resulting in an effective Hamiltonian for the low-energy orbitals. First, we outline the procedure in general terms, because it may be applied to systems other than bilayer graphene such as ABC-stacked (rhombohedral) graphene multilayers [65, 66] , before applying it specifically to bilayer graphene.
Bilayer graphene
The Hamiltonian (30) is written in basis A1, B1, A2, B2.
If, instead, it is written in the basis of low-energy and dimer components (θ, χ) ≡ A1, B2, A2, B1, equation (33), then
Using the procedure described in the previous section, equations (36, 37) , it is possible to obtain an effective Hamiltonian H (eff) ≡Ĥ 2 for components (ψ A1 , ψ B2 ). An expansion is performed by assuming that the intralayer hopping γ 0 and the interlayer coupling γ 1 are larger than other energies: γ 0 , γ 1 ≫ |E|, vp, |γ 3 |, |γ 4 |, |U |, |∆ ′ |, |δ AB |. Then, keeping only terms that are linear in the small parameters |γ 3 |, |γ 4 |, |U |, |∆ ′ |, |δ AB | and quadratic in mo-mentum, the effective Hamiltonian [9, 44] iŝ
In the following sections, we discuss the terms inĤ 2 . The first termĥ 0 describes massless chiral electrons, section II D. It generally dominates at low energy |E| ≪ γ 1 , so that the other terms inĤ 2 may be considered as perturbations of it. The second termĥ w , section II E, introduces a triangular distortion of the Fermi circle around each K point known as 'trigonal warping'. Termsĥ U andĥ AB , with ±1 on the diagonal, produce a band gap between the conduction and valence bands, section II G, whereasĥ 4 andĥ ∆ introduce electron-hole asymmetry into the band structure, section II F.
The Hamiltonian (38) is written in the vicinity of a valley with index ξ = ±1 distinguishing between K + and K − . In order to briefly discuss the effect of symmetry operations on it, we introduce Pauli spin matrices σ x , σ y , σ z in the A1/B2 sublattice space and Π x , Π y , Π z in the valley space. Then, the first term in the Hamiltonian may be written
The operation of spatial inversion i is represented by Π x σ x because it swaps both valleys and lattice sites, time inversion is given by complex conjugation and Π x , as it swaps valleys, too. Hamiltonian (38) satisfies time-inversion symmetry at zero magnetic field. The intrinsic termŝ h 0 ,ĥ w ,ĥ 4 , andĥ ∆ satisfy spatial-inversion symmetry because the bilayer crystal structure is spatial-inversion symmetric, but termsĥ U andĥ AB , with ±1 on the diagonal, are imposed by external fields and they violate spatial-inversion symmetry, producing a band gap between the conduction and valence bands.
D. Interlayer coupling γ1: massive chiral electrons
The Hamiltonianĥ 0 in equation (38) resembles the Dirac-like Hamiltonian of monolayer graphene, but with a quadratic-in-momentum term on the off diagonal rather than linear. For example, the term π 2 /2m accounts for an effective hopping between the non-dimer sites A1, B2 via the dimer sites B1, A2 consisting of a hop from A1 to B1 (contributing a factor vπ), followed by a transition between B1, A2 dimer sites (giving a 'mass' ∼ γ 1 ), and a hop from A2 to B2 (a second factor of vπ). The solutions are massive chiral electrons [8, 9] , with parabolic dispersion E = ±p 2 /2m, m = γ 1 /2v 2 . The density of states is m/(2π 2 ) per spin and per valley, and the Fermi velocity v F = p F /m is momentum dependent, unlike the Fermi velocity v of monolayer graphene.
The corresponding wave function is given by
The wave function components describe the electronic amplitudes on the A1 and B2 sites, and it can be useful to introduce the concept of a pseudospin degree of freedom [8, 9] that is related to these amplitudes. If all the electronic density were located on the A1 sites, then the pseudospin part of the wave function |↑ = (1, 0) could be viewed as a pseudospin 'up' state, pointing upwards out of the graphene plane. Likewise, a state |↓ = (0, 1) with density solely on the B2 sites could be viewed as a pseudospin 'down' state. However, density is usually shared equally between the two layers, so that the pseudospin is a linear combination of up and down, |↑ ∓ e 2iξϕ |↓ , equation (39) , and it lies in the graphene plane.
The Hamiltonian may also be written asĥ 0 = (p 2 /2m) σ.n 2 where the pseudospin vector is σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ), andn 2 = − (cos 2ϕ, ξ sin 2ϕ, 0) is a unit vector. This illustrates the chiral nature of the electrons [8, 9] : the chiral operator σ.n 2 projects the pseudospin onto the direction of quantizationn 2 , which is fixed to lie in the graphene plane, but turns twice as quickly as the momentum p. For these chiral quasiparticles, adiabatic propagation along a closed orbit produces a Berry's phase [67] change of 2π [8, 9] of the wave function, in contrast to Berry phase π in monolayer graphene.
Note that the chiral Hamiltonianĥ 0 may be viewed as a generalisation of the Dirac-like Hamiltonian of monolayer graphene and the second (after the monolayer) in a family of chiral Hamiltonians H J , J = 1, 2, . . ., corresponding to Berry's phase Jπ which appear at low energy in ABCstacked (rhombohedral) multilayer graphene [9-15, 65, 66] :
where g 1 = v for monolayer, g 2 = −1/2m for bilayer, and
Interlayer coupling γ3: trigonal warping and the Lifshitz transition
The Hamiltonianĥ 0 in equation (38) yields a quadratic, isotropic dispersion relation E = ±p 2 /2m with circular iso-energetic lines, i.e., there is a circular Fermi line around each K point. This is valid near the K point, pa/ ≪ 1, whereas, at high energy, and momentum p far from the K point, there is a triangular perturbation of the circular iso-energetic lines known as trigonal warping, as in monolayer graphene and graphite. It occurs because the band structure follows the symmetry of the crystal lattice as described by the full momentum dependence of the function f (k), equation (12) [69] .
In bilayer graphene [9] , as in bulk graphite [70] [71] [72] [73] , a second source of trigonal warping arises from the skew interlayer coupling γ 3 between non-dimer A1 and B2 sites. The influence of γ 3 on the band structure is described by equation (31) . In the two-band Hamiltonian, it is described byĥ w in equation (38) , the second term of which arises from a quadratic term in the expansion of
This second term has the same momentum dependence asĥ 0 , and, thus, it actually only gives a small additional contribution to the mass m. The first term inĥ w causes trigonal warping of the iso-energetic lines in directions ϕ = ϕ 0 , where ϕ 0 = 0,
To analyse the influence ofĥ w at low energy, we consider justĥ 0 and the first term inĥ w , and the resulting energy E = ±ε 1 is given by
in agreement with equation (31) for U = 0, vp/γ 1 ≪ 1, and v 3 /v ≪ 1. As it is linear in momentum, the influence ofĥ w and the resulting triangular distortion of iso-energetic lines tend to increase as the energy and momentum are decreased until a Lifshitz transition [74] occurs at energy
For energies |E| < ε L , iso-energetic lines are broken into four separate 'pockets' consisting of one central pocket and three 'leg' pockets, the latter centred at momentum p ≈ γ 1 v 3 /v 2 and angle ϕ 0 , as shown in Figure 4 . The central pocket is approximately circular for |E| ≪ ε L with area A c ≈ πε 2 /( v 3 ) 2 , while each leg pocket is approximately elliptical with area A l ≈ A c /3. Note that Berry phase 2π is conserved through the Lifshitz transition; the three leg pockets each have Berry phase π while the central pocket has −π [12, 75] . F. Interlayer coupling γ4 and on-site parameter ∆ ′ : electron-hole asymmetry Skew interlayer coupling γ 4 between a non-dimer and a dimer site, i.e., between A1 and A2 sites or between B1 and B2 sites, is described byĥ 4 in equation (38) , where the effective velocity is v 4 = √ 3aγ 4 /2 . This term produces electron-hole asymmetry in the band structure, as illustrated by considering the energy eigenvalues E = ±(p 2 /2m)(1 ± 2v 4 /v) of the Hamiltonianĥ 0 +ĥ 4 . The energy difference ∆ ′ between dimer and non-dimer sites, (26), also introduces electron-hole asymmetry into the band structure: the low-energy bands described byĥ 0 +ĥ ∆ are given by E = ±p 2 /2m(1 ± ∆ ′ /γ 1 ).
G. Asymmetry between on-site energies: band gaps
Interlayer asymmetry
Interlayer asymmetry U , equation (25) , describes a difference in the on-site energies of the orbitals on the two layers ǫ A1 = ǫ B1 = −ǫ A2 = −ǫ B2 = −U/2. Its influence on the bands E = ±ε α (p) is described by equation (31) with v 3 = 0:
The low-energy bands, α = 1, display a distinctive 'Mexican hat' shape with a band gap U g between the conduction and valence bands which occurs at momentum p g from the centre of the valley:
For small values of the interlayer asymmetry U , the band gap is equal to the asymmetry U g = |U |, but for large asymmetry values |U | ≫ γ 1 the band gap saturates U g → γ 1 . It is possible to induce interlayer asymmetry in bilayer graphene through doping [16] or the use of external gates [17, 19, 20] . This is described in detail in section III.
Intralayer asymmetry between A and B sites
The energy difference δ AB between A and B sites may be described by the Hamiltonian (30) with ǫ A1 = −ǫ B1 = ǫ A2 = −ǫ B2 = δ AB /2 and v 3 = v 4 = 0, yielding bands E = ±ε α :
Thus, δ AB creates a band gap, but there is no Mexican hat structure.
H. Next-nearest neighbour hopping
The terms described in Hamiltonians (16, 30, 38) do not represent an exhaustive list of all possibilities. Additional coupling parameters may be taken into account. For example, next-nearest neighbour hopping within each layer [76] [77] [78] [79] results in a term (3 − |f (k)| 2 )γ n appearing on every diagonal element of the Hamiltonian (16) , where γ n is the coupling parameter between next-nearest A (or B sites) on each layer. Ignoring the constant-inmomentum part 3γ n produces an additional term in the two-component Hamiltonian (38) 
). Thus, next-nearest neighbour hopping represents another source of electron-hole asymmetry, afterĥ 4 ,ĥ ∆ , and S b .
I. Spin-orbit coupling
For monolayer graphene, Kane and Mele [80] employed a symmetry analysis to show that there are two distinct types of spin-orbit coupling at the corners K + and K − of the Brillouin zone. These two types of spin-orbit coupling exist in bilayer graphene, too. In both monolayers and bilayers, the magnitude of spin-orbit coupling -although the subject of theoretical debate -is generally considered to be very small, with estimates roughly in the range of 1 to 100 µeV [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] .
At the corner of the Brillouin zone K ξ in bilayer graphene, the contribution of spin-orbit coupling to the two-component low-energy Hamiltonian (38) may be written asĥ
where σ i , i = x, y, z are Pauli spin matrices in the A1/B2 sublattice space, and S j , j = x, y, z are Pauli spin matrices in the spin space. The first termĥ SO is intrinsic to graphene, i.e. it is a full invariant of the system. Both intra-and inter-layer contributions toĥ SO have been discussed [86] [87] [88] 90] with the dominant contribution to its magnitude λ SO attributed to skew interlayer coupling between π and σ orbitals [87, 88] or to the presence of unoccupied d orbitals within each graphene layer [90] . Taken with the quadratic termĥ 0 in the Hamiltonian (38) ,ĥ SO produces a gap of magnitude 2λ SO in the spectrum of bilayer graphene, but the two low-energy bands remain spin and valley degenerate (as in a monolayer): E = ± λ 2 SO + v 4 p 4 /γ 2 1 . However, there are gapless edge excitations and, like monolayer graphene [80] , bilayer graphene in the presence of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling is a topological insulator with a finite spin Hall conductivity [91, 92] .
The second type of spin-orbit coupling is the BychkovRashba termĥ R , equation (47) , which is permitted only if mirror reflection symmetry with respect to the graphene plane is broken, by the presence of an electric field or a substrate, say [80-82, 86, 91-95] . Taken with the quadratic termĥ 0 in the Hamiltonian (38),ĥ R does not produce a gap, but, as in the monolayer, spin-splitting of magnitude 2λ R between the bands. That is, there are four valley-degenerate bands at low energy,
Generally speaking, there is a rich interplay between tuneable interlayer asymmetry U and the influence of the intrinsic and the Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit coupling in bilayer graphene [86, 91, 92, 96] . For example, the presence of interlayer asymmetry U breaks inversion symmetry and allows for spin-split levels in the presence of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling only (λ R = 0) [86] , while the combination of finite U and very large Rashba coupling has been predicted to lead to a topological insulator state even with λ SO = 0 [96] .
J. The integer quantum Hall effect
When a two-dimensional electron gas is placed in a perpendicular magnetic field, electrons follow cyclotron orbits and their energies are quantised as Landau levels [97] . At a high enough magnetic field strength, the discrete nature of the Landau level spectrum is manifest as the integer quantum Hall effect [98] [99] [100] , whereby the Hall conductivity assumes values that are integer multiples of the quantum of conductivity e 2 /h. The Landau level spectrum of monolayer graphene was calculated by McClure [101] nearly sixty years ago, and there have been a number of related theoretical studies [5, 6, 79, [102] [103] [104] considering the consequences of chirality in graphene. The experimental observation of the integer quantum Hall effect in monolayer graphene [2, 3] found an unusual sequencing of the quantised plateaus of Hall conductivity, confirming the chiral nature of the electrons and prompting an explosion of interest in the field [7] . In bilayer graphene, the observation of the integer quantum Hall effect [8] and the calculated Landau level spectrum [9] uncovered additional features related to the chiral nature of the electrons.
The Landau level spectrum of bilayer graphene
We consider the Landau level spectrum of the twocomponent chiral Hamiltonianĥ 0 , equation (38) . The magnetic field is accounted for by the operator p = (p x , p y ) ≡ −i ∇+eA where A is the vector potential and the charge of the electron is −e. For a magnetic field perpendicular to the bilayer, B = (0, 0, −B) where B = |B|, the vector potential may be written in the Landau gauge A = (0, −Bx, 0), which preserves translational invariance in the y direction. Then, π = −i ξ∂ x + ∂ y − ieBx and π † = −i ξ∂ x − ∂ y + ieBx, and eigenstates are comprised of functions that are harmonic oscillator states in the x direction and plane waves in the y direction [99, 100] , (49) . At the first valley, K + ,
and πφ 0 = 0. Then, it is possible to show that the Landau level spectrum of the Hamiltonian (38) consists of a series of electron and hole levels with energies and wave functions [9] given by
where ω c = eB/m and ± refer to the electron and hole states, respectively. For high values of the index, ℓ ≫ 1, the levels are approximately equidistant with spacing ω c proportional to the magnetic field strength B. However, this spectrum, equation (52) , is only valid for sufficiently small level index and magnetic field ℓ ω c ≪ γ 1 because the effective Hamiltonian (38) is only applicable at low energy.
In addition to the field-dependent levels, there are two levels fixed at zero energy E 1 = E 0 = 0 with eigenfunctions:
They may be viewed as arising from the square of the lowering operator in the Hamiltonian (38) which acts on both the oscillator ground state and the first excited state to give zero energy π 2 φ 0 = π 2 φ 1 = 0. The eigenfunctions ψ 0 and ψ 1 have a finite amplitude on the A1 sublattice, on the bottom layer, but zero amplitude on the B2 sublattice.
At the second valley, K − , the roles of operators π and π † are reversed:
and π † φ 0 = 0. The Landau level spectrum at K − is degenerate with that at K + , i.e., E ℓ,± = ± ω c ℓ(ℓ − 1) for ℓ ≥ 2 and E 1 = E 0 = 0, but the roles of the A1 and B2 sublattices are reversed:
The valley structure and electronic spin each contribute a twofold degeneracy to the Landau level spectrum. Thus, each level in bilayer level graphene is fourfold degenerate, except for the zero energy levels which have eightfold degeneracy due to valley, spin and the orbital degeneracy of ψ 0 , ψ 1 .
Three types of integer quantum Hall effect
The form of the Landau level spectrum is manifest in a measurement of the integer quantum Hall effect. Here, we will compare the density dependence of the Hall conductivity σ xy (n) for bilayer graphene with that of a conventional semiconductor and of monolayer graphene.
The Landau level spectrum of a conventional twodimensional semiconductor is E ℓ = ω c (ℓ + 1/2), ℓ ≥ 0, where ω c = eB/m is the cyclotron frequency [99, 100] . As density is changed, there is a step in σ xy whenever a Landau level is crossed, and the separation of steps on the density axis is equal to the maximum carrier density per Landau level, gB/ϕ 0 , where ϕ 0 = h/e is the flux quantum and g is a degeneracy factor. Each plateau of the Hall conductivity σ xy occurs at a quantised value of Nge 2 /h where N is an integer labelling the plateau and g is an integer describing the level degeneracy; steps between adjacent plateaus have height ge 2 /h. The Landau level spectrum of monolayer graphene [79, [101] [102] [103] [104] consists of an electron and a hole series of levels, E ℓ,± = ± √ 2ℓ v/λ B for ℓ ≥ 1, with an additional level at zero energy E 0 = 0. All of the levels are fourfold degenerate, due to spin and valley degrees of freedom. The corresponding Hall conductivity is shown schematically in figure 5(a) . There are steps of height 4e 2 /h between each plateau, as expected by consideration of the conventional case, but the plateaus occur at half-integer values of 4e 2 /h instead of integer ones, as observed experimentally [2, 3] . This is due to the existence of the fourfold-degenerate level E 0 = 0 at zero energy, which contributes to a step of height 4e
2 /h at zero density. For bilayer graphene, plateaus in the Hall conductivity σ xy (n), Fig. 5(b) , occur at integer multiples of 4e 2 /h. This is similar to a conventional semiconductor with level degeneracy g = 4 arising from the spin and valley degrees of freedom. Deviation from the conventional case occurs at low density. In the bilayer there is a step in σ xy of height 8e 2 /h across zero density, accompanied by a plateau separation of 8B/ϕ 0 in density [8, 9] , arising from the eightfold degeneracy of the zero-energy Landau levels. This is shown as the solid line in Fig. 5(b) , whereas, for a conventional semiconductor, there no step across zero density (the dashed line). Thus, the chirality of charge carriers in monolayer and bilayer graphene give rise to four-and eight-fold degenerate Landau levels at zero energy and to steps of height of four and eight times the conductance quantum e 2 /h in the Hall conductivity at zero density [2, 3, 8] . Here, we have assumed that the degeneracy of the Landau levels is preserved, i.e., any splitting of the levels is negligible as compared to temperature and level broadening in an experiment. The role of electronic interactions in bilayer graphene is described in section VIII, while we discuss the influence of interlayer asymmetry on the Landau level spectrum and integer quantum Hall effect in the next section.
The role of interlayer asymmetry
The Landau level states, equations (53, 57) , have different amplitudes on the lower (A1 sublattice) and upper (B2 sublattice) layers, with the role of the sublattice sites swapped at the two valleys. Thus, interlayer asymmetry U as described by the effective Hamiltonianĥ U , equation (38) , leads to a weak splitting of the valley degeneracy of the levels [9] :
Such splitting is prominent for the zero-energy states [9] , equations (54,58), because they only have non-zero am-plitude on one of the layers, depending on the valley:
When the asymmetry is large enough, then the splitting U of the zero energy levels from each valley results in a sequence of quantum Hall plateaus at all integer values of 4e 2 /h including a plateau at zero density [17] , as observed experimentally [20] . This behaviour is shown schematically as the dashed line in figure 5(b) . The Landau level spectrum in the presence of large interlayer asymmetry U has been calculated [105] [106] [107] [108] , including an analysis of level crossings [108] and a self-consistent calculation of the spectrum in the presence of an external gate [106, 107] , generalising the zero-field procedure outlined in the next section.
III. TUNEABLE BAND GAP

A. Experiments
A tuneable band gap in bilayer graphene was first observed with angle-resolved photoemission of epitaxial bilayer graphene on silicon carbide [16] , and the ability to control the gap was demonstrated by doping with potassium. Since then, the majority of experiments probing the band gap have used single or dual gate devices based on exfoliated bilayer graphene flakes [19, 20] . The band gap has now been observed in a number of different experiments including photoemission [16] , magnetotransport [20] , infrared spectroscopy [36, 59-61, 109, 110] , electronic compressibility [111, 112] , scanning tunnelling spectroscopy [113] , and transport [19, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] .
The gap observed in optics [16, 36, 59-61, 109, 110 ] is up to 250 meV [109, 110] , the value expected theoretically (as the gap should saturate at the value of the interlayer coupling γ 1 ). Transport measurements show insulating behaviour [19, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] , but, generally, not the huge suppression of conductivity expected for a gap of this magnitude, and this has been attributed to edge states [121] or the presence of disorder [122] [123] [124] . Broadly speaking, transport seems to occur through different mechanisms in different temperature regimes with thermal activation [114-117, 119, 120] at high temperature (above, roughly, 2 to 50 K) and variable-range [19, [116] [117] [118] 120] or nearest-neighbour hopping [116, 119] at low temperature.
B. Hartree model of screening
External gates are generally used to control the density of electrons n on a graphene device [1] , but, in bilayer graphene, external gates will also place the separate layers of the bilayer at different potential energies
. Schematic of bilayer graphene in the presence of external gates located at x = −L b and x = +Lt, with potentials V b and Vt, which are separated from the bilayer by media of dielectric constants ε b and εt, respectively. The bilayer is modelled as two parallel conducting plates positioned at x = −c0/2 and +c0/2, separated by a region of dielectric constant εr. The layers have change densities σ1 = −en1 and σ2 = −en2 corresponding to layer number densities n1 and n2. Charge densities σ b0 and σt0 (dashed lines) arise from the presence of additional charged impurities.
resulting in interlayer asymmetry U = ǫ 2 − ǫ 1 (where
Thus, changing the applied gate voltage(s) will tend to tune both the density n and the interlayer asymmetry U , and, ultimately, the band gap U g . The dependence of the band gap on the density U g (n) relies on screening by electrons on the bilayer. In the following, we describe a simple model [17, 18, 20, 36, 50, 52, 125, 126] that has been developed to take into account screening using the tight-binding model and Hartree theory.
Electrostatics: asymmetry parameter, layer densities and external gates
We use the SI system of units, and the electronic charge is −e where e > 0. The bilayer graphene device is modelled as two parallel conducting plates that are very narrow in the x-direction, continuous and infinite in the yz plane, positioned at x = −c 0 /2 and +c 0 /2, figure 6 . Here, c 0 is the interlayer spacing and we denote the dielectric constant of the interlayer space as ε r (it doesn't include the screening by π-band electrons that we are explicitly modelling). Layer number densities are n 1 and n 2 , with corresponding change densities σ 1 = −en 1 and
We take into account the presence of a back gate and a top gate, infinite in the y-z plane, located at x = −L b and x = +L t , with potentials V b and V t , which are separated from the bilayer by media of dielectric constants ε b and ε t , respectively. It is possible to describe the presence of additional charge near the bilayer -due to impurities, say -by introducing density n b0 on the back-gate side and n t0 on the top-gate side. They correspond to charge densities σ b0 = en b0 and σ t0 = en t0 , assuming that n b0 and n t0 are positive for positive charge.
Using Gauss's Law, it is possible to relate the external gate potentials and impurities concentrations to the layer densities and the interlayer asymmetry [17, 41, 125, 127] :
where the field within the bilayer interlayer space is approximately equal to U/(ec 0 ). Equation (62) expresses the total electron density n = n 1 + n 2 in terms of the external potentials, generalising the relation for monolayer graphene [1] . Note that the background densities n b0 and n t0 shift the effective values of the gate potentials V b and V t . The second equation, for U , may be rewritten as
where the characteristic density scale n ⊥ and the dimensionless screening parameter Λ are
Equation (64) relates the asymmetry parameter U to a sum of its value, U ext , if screening were negligible plus a term accounting for screening. Parameter values γ 1 = 0.39eV and v = 1.0 × 10 6 ms −1 give n ⊥ = 1.1 × 10 13 cm −2 . With interlayer spacing c 0 = 3.35Å and an estimate for the dielectric constant of ε r ≈ 1, then Λ ∼ 1, showing that screening is relevant.
Calculation of individual layer densities
Through electrostatics, the asymmetry parameter U is related to layer densities n 1 and n 2 , equation (64) The densities n 1 and n 2 also depend on U because of the band structure of bilayer graphene. Analytical calculations are possible [17, 18, 125] if only the dominant inter-layer coupling γ 1 is taken into account in the four-band Hamiltonian (30) . Here we will use the two-band model (38) with an explicit ultraviolet cutoff [18] when integrating over the whole Brillouin zone. The simplified two-component Hamiltonian iŝ
Solutions to the energy eigenvalue equationĤ 2 ψ = Eψ are given by
Layer densities are determined by integration over the circular Fermi surface
where a factor of four takes account of spin and valley degeneracy. For simplicity, we assume the Fermi energy lies within the conduction band. Using the solution (69), the contribution of the partially-filled conduction band to the layer densities [17, 125, 128] is given by
where the minus (plus) sign is for the first (second) layer, p F is the Fermi momentum, and the total density is n = p 2 F /π 2 measured with respect to the charge neutrality point, i.e., we assume that the point of zero density is realised when the Fermi level lies at the crossing point of the conduction and valence bands.
In addition, we take into account the contribution of the filled valence band n vb 1 (2) to the individual layer densities. Note that, as the asymmetry parameter U varies, the filled valence band does not contribute to any change in the total density n, but it does contribute to the difference n 1 − n 2 . This may be obtained by integrating with respect to momentum as in equation (71), but introducing an ultraviolet cutoff p max = γ 1 /v equivalent to n max = n ⊥ [18] . Then, the contribution of the filled valence band [17, 18, 50, 52, 125, 126] is given by
Combining the contributions of equations (71) and (72), the individual layer density, n 1(2) = n cb 1(2) + n vb 1 (2) , is given [17, 125] by
Note that some calculations [128] include only the contribution (71) of the partially-filled conduction band, others [18] include only the filled valence band (72).
Self-consistent screening
Substituting the layer density (73) into the expression (64) describing screening gives an expression [17, (74). 41, 125] for the density-dependence of the asymmetry parameter U :
where U ext is the asymmetry in the absence of screening (65) . The extent of screening is described by the logarithmic term with argument depending on n and U , and a prefactor proportional to the screening parameter Λ ∼ 1 (as discussed earlier). A common experimental setup, especially for exfoliated graphene on a silicon substrate [1] [2] [3] 8] , includes a single back gate. Figure 7 shows the density-dependence of the band gap U g (n) plotted as the back-gate voltage V b is varied for a fixed top-gate voltage V t . In this case, the influence of the top-gate voltage V t may be absorbed into an effective offset-density
A single back gate in the absence of additional charged dopants may be described by V t = n b0 = n t0 = 0, resulting in simplified expressions n = ε 0 ε b V b /(eL b ) (as in monolayer graphene [1] ) and U ext = Λγ 1 n/n ⊥ . Using |U | ≪ γ 1 , equation (74) simplifies [17, 41, 50, 52] as
At high density |n| ∼ n ⊥ , the logarithmic term is negligible and U (n) ≈ Λγ 1 n/n ⊥ is approximately linear in density. Note that the band gap U g = |U |γ 1 / U 2 + γ 2 1 tends to saturate U g → γ 1 , even if |U | ≫ γ 1 . At low density, |n| ≪ n ⊥ , the logarithmic term describing screening dominates and U g ≈ |U | ≈ 2γ 1 (|n|/n ⊥ )/ ln(n ⊥ /|n|), independent of the screening parameter Λ. The expressions (74, 75) for U (n) take into account screening due to low-energy electrons in p z orbitals using a simplified Hamiltonian (67) while neglecting other orbitals and the effects of disorder [36, 125, [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] , crystalline inhomogeneity [18] and electron-electron exchange and correlation. Nevertheless, there is generally good qualitative agreement of the dependence of U (n) on density n predicted by equations (74, 75) with density functional theory calculations [18, 54] and experiments including photoemission [16, 20] and infrared spectroscopy [36, 59-61, 109, 110] . Note that the Hartree screening model has been generalised to describe graphene trilayers and multilayers [127, [136] [137] [138] .
IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
A. Conductivity
Bilayer graphene exhibits peculiar transport properties due to its unusual band structure, described in section II, where the conduction and valence bands touch with quadratic dispersion. Transport characteristics and the nature of conductivity near the Dirac point were probed experimentally [2, 3, 8, 19, 20, [139] [140] [141] [142] and investigated theoretically [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] . Neglecting trigonal warping, the minimal conductivity is predicted to be 8e 2 /(πh) [143, 147, 148] , twice the value in monolayer graphene, while, in the presence of trigonal warping, it is larger, 24e
2 /(πh) [143, 149] , because of multiple Fermi surface pockets at low energy, section II E.
For a detailed review of the electronic transport properties of graphene monolayer and bilayers, see Ref. [156, 157] . The characteristics of bilayer graphene in the presence of short-ranged defects and long-ranged chargedimpurities have been calculated [35, 143, 144, 146, [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] and it is predicted that the conductivity has an approximately linear dependence on density at typical experimental densities [152] . At interfaces and potential barriers, conservation of the pseudospin degree of freedom may influence electronic transmission [158, 159] , as in monolayer graphene [158, 160] , including transmission at monolayer-bilayer interfaces [161] [162] [163] [164] , through multiple electrostatic barriers [165] , or magnetic barriers [166] . Inducing interlayer asymmetry and a band gap using an external gate [9, 17] , described in section III, may be used to tune transport properties [161, 167] . Interlayer asymmetry may also be viewed as creating an out-of-plane component of pseudospin and interfaces between regions of opposite polarity have attracted theoretical attention due to the existence of one-dimensional valley-polarised modes along the interface [168] [169] [170] [171] , a pseudospintronic analogy of spin-valve devices for transport perpendicular to the interface [172, 173] , electronic confinement [174] , and valley-dependent transmission [175] .
When the Fermi energy ε F is much larger than the level broadening caused by the disorder potential, the system is not largely different from a conventional metal, and the conductivity is well described by Boltzmann transport theory. However, this approximation inevitably breaks down at the Dirac point, where even the issue of whether the system is metallic or insulating is nontrivial. To model electronic transport at the charge neutrality point, we need a refined approximation that properly includes the finite level broadening. Here, we present a conductivity calculation using the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) [143] . We define the Green's function as G(ε) = (ε − H) −1 . The Green's function averaged over the impurity configurations satisfies the Dyson's equation
where is an average over configurations of the disorder potential, α is an eigenstate of the ideal Hamiltonian H 0 , and
, with ε α being the eigenenergy of the state α in H 0 . In SCBA, the self-energy is given by [176] 
The equations (76) and (77) need to be solved selfconsistently. The conductivity is calculated using the Kubo formula,
where G R = G(ε + i0) and G A = G(ε − i0) are retarded and advanced Green's functions, v x = ∂H 0 /∂p x is the velocity operator, and g v g s accounts for summation over valleys and spins.ṽ RA x andṽ RR x the velocity operators containing the vertex correction, defined byṽ
In SCBA,ṽ x should be calculated in the ladder approximation.
For the disorder potential, we assume a short-ranged potential within each valley,
and neglect intervalley scattering between K + and K − . This situation is realized when the length scale of scattering potential is larger than atomic scale while much shorter than the Fermi wave length. We assume an equal amount of positive and negative scatterers u i = ±u and a total density of scatterers per unit area n imp . The SCBA formulation is applied to the low-energy Hamiltonian equation (38) , with the trigonal warping effect due to γ 3 included [143] . Energy broadening due to the disorder potential is characterised by
When Γ > ∼ ε L , i.e., the disorder is strong enough to smear out the fine band structure of the trigonal warping, we can approximately solve the SCBA equation in an analytic form. The self-energy, equation (77), becomes diagonal with respect to index α and it is a constant,
Then, the conductivity at the Fermi energy ε is written as
(83) The third term in the square bracket arises from the vertex correction due to the trigonal warping effect, and ε L is given by equation (42) . For high energies |ε| ≫ Γ, σ approximates as
which increases linearly with energy. The value at zero energy becomes
In the strong disorder regime Γ ≫ 2πε L , the correction arising from trigonal warping vanishes and the conductivity approaches the universal value g v g s e 2 /(π 2 ) [143, 147] which is twice as large as that in monolayer graphene in the same approximation. In transport measurements of suspended bilayer graphene [141] , the minimum conductivity was estimated to be about 10 −4 S, which is close to g v g s e 2 /(π 2 ). The 2×2 (two-band) model works well at low energy, but it is not expected to be valid in the strong disorder regime when mixing to higher energy bands is considerable. To see this, we numerically solved SCBA equation for the original 4×4 (four-band) Hamiltonian. Figure 8(a) and (b) show the density of states (DOS) and conductivity, respectively, for several disorder strengths. In (b) the results for the 2×2 model in equation (83) are expressed as broken curves. In (a), we observe that the DOS at zero energy is significantly enhanced because states at high energies are shifted toward the Dirac point by the disorder potential. However, the zero-energy conductivity barely shifts from that of the 2×2 model [equation (85)], even for strong disorder such as Γ/γ 1 = 0.15, where the DOS at zero energy becomes nearly twice as large as in the 2×2 model. For higher energy |ε| > Γ, the conductivity increases linearly with |ε| in qualitative agreement with equation (83) of the 2×2 model, while the gradient is generally steeper. The conductivity has a small dip at the higher band edge around |ε| ∼ γ 1 , because the frequency of electron scattering is strongly enhanced by the higher band states.
The SCBA calculation was recently extended for longrange scatterers [177] . It was shown that the conductivity at zero energy is not universal but depends on the degree of disorder for scatterers with long-range potential, similar to monolayer graphene [178] .
B. Localisation effects
The SCBA does not take account of some quantum corrections, such as those included explicitly in weak localisation. In graphene, the presence of spin-like degrees of freedom related to sublattices and valleys, as well as real electronic spin itself, creates the possibility of a rich variety of quantum interference behaviour. Weak localisation [179, 180] is a particularly useful probe because it is sensitive to elastic scattering that causes relaxation of the sublattice pseudospin and valley 'spin'. In the absence of symmetry-breaking scattering processes, conservation of pseudospin in monolayer graphene tends to suppress backscattering [69, 181] , and the interference of chiral electrons would be expected to result in antilocalization [182] . However, intravalley symmetry-breaking relaxes the pseudospin and suppresses anti-localisation, while intervalley scattering tends to restore conventional weak localisation [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] , as observed experimentally [183, [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] . Nevertheless, anti-localisation has been observed at high temperature [192, 194] when the relative influence of symmetry-breaking disorder is diminished, and its presence has also been predicted at very low temperature [195] [196] [197] when spin-orbit coupling may influence the spin of the interfering electrons.
In bilayer graphene, the pseudospin turns twice as quickly in the graphene plane as in a monolayer, no suppression of backscattering is expected and the quantum correction should be conventional weak localisation [186, 187, 198] . However, the relatively strong trigonal warping of the Fermi line around each valley (described in section II E) can suppress localisation unless intervalley scattering is sufficiently strong [198] . Experimental observations confirmed this picture [139] , and it was possible to determine the temperature and density dependence of relevant relaxation lengths by comparing to the predicted magnetoresistance formula [198] .
Localisation has also been studied for gapped bilayer graphene in the presence of interlayer potential asymmetry U [199] . It was shown that, as long as the disorder potential is long range and does not mix K ± valleys, gap opening inevitably causes electron delocalisation somewhere between U = 0 and U = ∞, in accordance with the transition of quantum valley Hall conductivity, i.e., the opposite Hall conductivities associated with two valleys. This is an analog of quantum Hall physics but can be controlled purely by an external electric field without any use of magnetic fields.
V. OPTICAL PROPERTIES
The electronic structure of bilayer graphene was probed by spectroscopic measurements in zero magnetic field [16, 36, 37, 60, 61, 109, 110] , and also in high magnetic fields [59] . The optical absorption for perpendicularly incident light is described by the dynamical conductivity in a electric field parallel to the layers. For symmetric bilayer graphene, this is explicitly estimated as [144, 200, 201] Re σ xx (ω) = g v g s 16
where ε F is the Fermi energy and we assumed |ε F | < γ 1 .
We label the four bands in order of descending energy as 1, 2, 3, 4. The first term in equation (86) represents absorption from band 2 to 3, the second from 2 to 4 or from 1 to 3, the third from 1 to 4, and the fourth from 3 to 4 or from 1 to 2. Figure 9 (a) shows some examples of calculated dynamical conductivity Re σ xx (ω) with several values of the Fermi energy [202] . The curve for ε F = 0 has essentially no prominent structure except for a steplike increase corresponding to transitions from 2 to 4.
With an increase in ε F , a delta-function peak appears at ω = γ 1 , corresponding to allowed transitions 3 to 4. In a magnetic field, an optical excitation by perpendicular incident light is only allowed between the Landau levels with n and n ± 1 for arbitrary combinations of µ = H, L and s = ±1, since the matrix element of the velocity operator v x vanishes otherwise. Figure 9 (b) shows some plots of Re σ xx (ω) in magnetic fields at ε F = 0 and zero temperature. Dotted lines penetrating panels represent the transition energies between several specific Landau levels as a continuous function of ω B . Every peak position behaves as a linear function of B ∝ ω 2 B in weak field but it switches over to √ B-dependence as the corresponding energy moves out of the parabolic band region. In small magnetic fields, the peak structure is smeared out into the zero-field curve more easily in the bilayer than in the monolayer, because the Landau level spacing is narrower in bilayer due to the finite band mass.
VI. ORBITAL MAGNETISM
Graphite and related materials exhibit a strong orbital diamagnetism which overcomes the Pauli spin paramagnetism. Theoretically the diamagnetic susceptibility was calculated for graphite [101, 203, 204] , graphite intercalation compounds [205] [206] [207] [208] , as well as few-layer graphenes [209, 210] . In particular, monolayer graphene has a strong diamagnetic singularity at Dirac point, which is expressed as a Delta function in Fermi energy ε F [101, [211] [212] [213] [214] . In the bilayer, the singularity is relaxed by the modification of the band structure caused by the interlayer coupling as we will see in the following [206, 209] .
When the spectrum is composed of discrete Landau levels ε n , the thermodynamical potential is generally written as
where β = 1/k B T , ϕ(ε) = log 1 + e −β(ε−ζ) with ζ being the chemical potential. In weak magnetic field, using the Euler-Maclaurin formula, the summation in n in equation (87) can be written as an integral in a continuous variable x with a residual term proportional to B 2 . The magnetization M and the magnetic susceptibility χ can be calculated by
For monolayer graphene, the susceptibility is [101, 211] 
At zero temperature, it becomes a delta function in Fermi energy,
The delta-function susceptibility of monolayer graphene is strongly distorted by the interlayer coupling γ 1 . For the Hamiltonian of the symmetric bilayer graphene, the orbital susceptibility is calculated as [206, 209] 
The susceptibility diverges logarithmically at ε F = 0, becomes slightly paramagnetic near |ε F | = γ 1 , and vanishes for |ε F | > γ 1 where the higher subband enters. The integration of χ in equation (91) over the Fermi energy becomes −g v g s e 2 v 2 /(3πc 2 ) independent of γ 1 , which is exactly twice as large as that of the monolayer graphene, equation (90) .
The susceptibility was also calculated in the presence of interlayer asymmetry [215] . Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the density of states and the susceptibility, respectively, for bilayer graphene with U = 0, 0.2, and 0.5. The susceptibility diverges in the paramagnetic direction at the band edges where the density of states also diverges. This huge paramagnetism can be interpreted as the Pauli paramagnetism induced by the valley pseudo-spin splitting and diverging density of states [216] . The susceptibility vanishes in the energy region where the higher subband enters.
VII. PHONONS AND STRAIN
Deformation of a graphene sheet couples to the electronic system and modifies the low-energy Hamiltonian. In monolayer graphene, static changes in distance and angles of the atomic bonds can be described as effective scalar or vector potentials in the Dirac Hamiltonian [7, 217] . Bilayer graphene has extra degrees of freedom in deformation associated with the presence of two layers. It was shown that a band gap can be opened by giving different distortions to the two layers or by pulling the two layers apart in the perpendicular direction [218] [219] [220] .
Rather than produce a band gap, it has been predicted that homogeneous lateral strain in bilayer graphene can produce a change in topology of the band structure at low energy [221] [222] [223] . This deformation causes tight-binding parameters γ 0 and γ 3 to become dependent on the hopping direction and produces an additional term in the low-energy two-band Hamiltonian (38) where parameter w = |w|e iξθ depends on the microscopic details of the deformation; it is non-zero only when the role of skew interlayer coupling γ 3 is taken into account [221] . It is estimated that 1% strain would give |w| ∼ 6 meV [221] . Taken with the quadratic termĥ 0 in the Hamiltonian (38) , the low-energy bands E = ±ε 1 are given by
This describes a Lifshitz transition at energy ε L = |w|, below which there are two Dirac points in the vicinity of each Brillouin zone corner [221] [222] [223] , centred at momentum p ≈ 2m |w| = |w| γ 1 /v and angles ϕ = −θ/2 and ϕ = π − θ/2. In general, there should be an interplay between termsĥ s , equation (92) , andĥ w , equation (38) , leading to the possibility of employing strain to annihilate two Dirac points and, thus, change the low energy topology of the bands from four to two Dirac points [221] . The presence of two Dirac points would cause zeroenergy Landau levels to be eightfold degenerate; an experimental signature of this state is predicted to be the persistence of filling factor ν = ±4 in the low-field quan-tum Hall effect [221] . This contrasts with the Lifshitz transition that would occur in the presence of parameter γ 3 without strain when there are four Dirac points, section II E, giving a degeneracy of sixteen and ν = ±8 at low fields. In both cases, Berry phase 2π is conserved: two Dirac cones with Berry phase π each [221] or four Dirac cones with three of π and one of −π [12, 75] . It has also been predicted that the presence of the Lifshitz transition will be noticeable in the low-energy conductivity at zero magnetic field [143, 149] , and the particular case of two Dirac points in the presence of strain has recently been analysed, too [224] . Note that the effect of lateral strain on the low-energy topology of the band structure is qualitatively similar to that of a gapless nematic phase which possibly arises as the result of electron-electron interactions in bilayer graphene [225] [226] [227] [228] .
Coupling between a lattice deformation and the electronic system also leads to an electron-phonon interaction. Graphene is a unique system in which electronphonon coupling can be tuned by an external gate voltage which modifies the electron or hole concentration. A change in the phonon spectrum can be measured directly by Raman scattering. Theoretically, it was shown that a continuum model works well in describing the longwavelength acoustic phonons [217] and optical phonons [229] in graphene, and the theory was extended to bilayer graphene [230, 231] . The Raman spectrum has also been studied for bilayer graphene in the presence of interlayer potential asymmetry [231, 232] and Landau levels in a magnetic field [230, 233] . The phonon spectrum in bilayer graphene was observed experimentally through Raman spectroscopy [57, 58, [234] [235] [236] [237] [238] [239] and infrared spectroscopy [240] .
In the following, we will introduce continuum theory to describe the optical phonon spectrum in bilayer graphene [230, 231] . An optical phonon on one graphene layer is represented by the relative displacement of two sublattice atoms A and B as
where N is the number of unit cells, M is the mass of a carbon atom, ω 0 is the phonon frequency at the Γ point, q = (q x , q y ) is the wave vector, and b q,µ and b † q,µ are the creation and destruction operators, respectively. The index µ represents the modes (t for transverse and l for longitudinal), and corresponding unit vectors are defined by e l = iq/|q| and e t = iẑ × q/|q|.
The Hamiltonian for the optical phonon is written as
and the interaction with an electron at the K + point is
where the Pauli matrix σ i works on the space of (φ A1 , φ B1 ) for the phonon on the layer 1, and (φ A2 , φ B2 ) for the layer 2. The dimensionless parameter β is related to the dependence of the hopping integral on the interatomic distance, and is defined by β = −d log γ 0 /d log a CC . We usually expect β ∼ 2. The strength of the electron-phonon interaction is characterized by a dimensionless parameter
For M = 1.993 × 10 23 g and ω 0 = 0.196eV (corresponding to corresponding to 1583cm −1 ), we have λ ≈ 3×10 −3 (β/2) 2 . For the K − point, the interaction Hamiltonian is obtained by replacing σ i with −σ * i . The Green's function of an optical phonon is given by a 2 × 2 matrix associated with phonons on layers 1 and 2. This is written aŝ
whereΠ(q, ω) is the phonon's self-energy, and the nearequality in the second line stands because the self-energy is much smaller than ω 0 . Then, the eigenmodes are given by eigenvectors |u of ReΠ(q, ω 0 ), and the frequency shift and broadening are obtained as the real part and the imaginary part of u|Π(q, ω 0 )|u . In symmetric bilayer graphene (i.e., no interlayer potential difference), eigenmodes are always classified into symmetric and antisymmetric modes in which the displacement of the top and bottom layers is given by (u, u) for the former, and (u, −u) for the latter. The symmetric mode causes interband transitions between the conduction band and valence band, while the antisymmetric mode contributes to the transitions between two conduction bands (or between two valence bands). The potential difference between two layers gives rise to hybridisation of symmetric and antisymmetric modes [230] . Figure 11 (a) and (b) show calculated frequency shift and broadening, respectively, as a function of electron density n s [231] . Here we take ω 0 = γ 1 /2, and introduce a phenomenological broadening factor of 0.1 ω 0 . We assume that n s is changed by the gate voltage, and appropriately take account of the band deformation due to the interlayer potential difference when n s = 0, with the self-consistent screening effect included. The thin dotted lines in the top panel in Figure 11 (a) indicate the frequencies for symmetric and antisymmetric modes calculated without inclusion of their mixing. The lower and higher branches exactly coincide with symmetric and asymmetric modes at n s = 0 where the mixing is absent. The dip at the symmetric mode occurs when ω 0 = 2ε F , i.e., the interband transition excites a valence electron exactly to the Fermi surface. The coupling between sym- metric and antisymmetric modes arises when n s = 0, and makes an anti-crossing at the intersection.
VIII. ELECTRONIC INTERACTIONS
Generally speaking, the low-energy behaviour of electrons in bilayer graphene is well described by the tight binding model without the need to explicitly incorporate electron-electron interaction effects. Coulomb screening and collective excitations have been described in a number of theoretical papers [132, [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] [246] and the importance of interaction effects in a bilayer under external gating [242, [247] [248] [249] [250] [251] [252] [253] has been stressed. Interaction effects should also be important in the presence of a magnetic field or at very low carrier density, particularly in clean samples.
Bilayer graphene has quadratic bands which touch at low energy resulting in a non-vanishing density of state and it has been predicted to be unstable to electronelectron interactions at half filling. Trigonal warping tends to cutoff infrared singularities and, thus, finite coupling strength is generally required to realise correlated ground states; if trigonal warping is neglected, then arbitrarily weak interactions are sufficient. Since bilayer graphene possesses pseudospin (i.e., which layer) and valley degrees of freedom, in addition to real electron spin, it is possible to imagine a number of different broken symmetry states that could prevail depending on model details and parameter values. Suggestions include a ferro- [14, 68, 257] . They each contribute a term proportional to σz in the two-band Hamiltonian (38) , with its sign depending on the valley ξ = ±1 and spin s = ±1 orientation. Arrows indicate spin orientation, located at valley K+ (solid) or K− (dashed) and on different layers (top or bottom) of a state at the top of the valence band.
magnetic [254] , layer antiferromagnetic [14, 68, [255] [256] [257] [258] , ferroelectric [257, 259] or a charge density wave state [260] ; topologically non-trivial phases with bulk gaps and gapless edge excitations such as an anomalous quantum Hall state [68, 257, 261, 262] or a quantum spin Hall state [68, 257] (also called a spin flux state [228] ); or a gapless nematic phase [225] [226] [227] [228] 263] . Insulating states contribute a term proportional to σ z in the two-band Hamiltonian (38) with its sign corresponding to the distribution of layer, valley and spin degrees of freedom, indicated in figure 12 , as manifest in their spin-and valley-dependent Hall conductivities [14, 68, 257] . Note that the quantum spin Hall state produces a term equivalent to that of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling, equation (46) , which describes a topological insulator state [80, 91, 92] . By way of contrast, the gapless nematic phase has a qualitatively similar effect on the spectrum of bilayer graphene as lateral strain [221] , described in section VII, producing an additional term in the two-band Hamiltonian of the form of equation (92), with parameter w taking the role of an order parameter.
Experiments on suspended bilayer graphene devices have found evidence for correlated states at very low density and zero magnetic field [264] [265] [266] [267] [268] [269] [270] . Conductivity measurements of double-gate devices [264] observed a non-monotonic dependence of the resistance on electric field cumulating in a non-divergent resistance at zero field while compressibility measurements of single-gate devices [265] found an incompressible region near the charge neutrality point. These measurements were interpreted as being consistent with either the anomalous quantum Hall state, in which the separate layers of the device are valley polarised, or the gapless nematic phase.
Subsequently, conductivity measurements on singlegate devices [266] observed a weak temperature dependence of the width of the conductivity minimum near zero carrier density, suggesting a suppressed density of states as compared to that expected for a parabolic dispersion, as well as particularly robust cyclotron gaps at filling factor ν = ±4, observations attributed to the presence of the nematic phase.
However, other experiments [267] [268] [269] [270] observed insulating states indicating the formation of ordered phases with energy gaps of about 2 meV. There was evidence for the existence of edge states in one of these experiment [267] , but not in the others [268] [269] [270] , and the latter observations including their response to perpendicular electric field [268, 269] and tilted magnetic field [270] were seen as being consistent with a layer antiferromagnetic state, in which the separate layers of the device are spin polarised, figure 12(d). At present, there appear to be contradicting experimental and theoretical results, but it should be noted that renormalisation group studies [227, 228, 271] have highlighted the sensitivity of the phase diagram of bilayer graphene to microscopic details.
In the absence of interactions, the low-energy Landau level spectrum of bilayer graphene [9] consists of a series of fourfold (spin and valley) degenerate levels with an eightfold-degenerate level at zero energy, as described in section II J. The resulting Hall conductivity consists of a series of plateaus at conventional integer positions of 4e 2 /h, but with a double-sized step of 8e 2 /h across zero density [8] . Interaction effects are expected to lift the level degeneracy of quantum Hall ferromagnet states at integer filling factors [272] [273] [274] [275] . Indeed, an insulating state at filling factor ν = 0 and complete splitting of the eightfold-degenerate level at zero energy have been observed with quantum states at filling factors ν = 0, 1, 2 and 3 in high-mobility suspended bilayer graphene at low fields (with all states resolved at B = 3 T) [141, 276] and in samples on silicon substrates at high fields, typically above 20 T [277, 278] .
The fractional quantum Hall effect has been observed recently in monolayer graphene, both in suspended samples [279, 280] and graphene on boron nitride [281] , and there is evidence for it in bilayer graphene [282] , too. The nature of strongly-correlated states at fractional filling factors and the prospect of tuning their properties has been the focus of recent theoretical attention [283] [284] [285] [286] [287] . Clearly, the nature of the electronic properties of bilayer graphene in high-mobility samples is a complicated problem, and it is likely to be an area of further intense experimental and theoretical investigation in the following years.
IX. SUMMARY
This review focused on the single-particle theory of electrons in bilayer graphene, in the shape of the tight-binding model and the related low-energy effective Hamiltonian. Bilayer graphene has two unique properties: massive chiral quasiparticles in two parabolic bands which touch at zero energy, and the possibility to control an infrared gap between these low-energy bands by applying an external gate potential. These features have a dramatic impact on many physical properties of bilayer graphene including some described here: optical and transport properties, orbital magnetism, phonons and strain. A number of topics were not covered here in great detail or at all; we refer the reader to relevant reviews of graphene including electronic transport [156, 157] , electronic and photonic devices [288] , scanning tunnelling microscopy [289] , Raman spectroscopy [290] , magnetism [291] , spintronics and pseudospintronics [292] , Andreev reflection at the interface with a superconductor and Klein tunnelling [293] , and the properties of graphene in general [7, 294] . Finally, although the central features of the single-particle theory are already established, the same can not be said of the influence of electronic interactions, which is likely to remain a subject of intense research, both theoretical and experimental, in the near future at least.
